Given a digraph G = (V; E) and a cost function C : E ! IR, which does not imply negative cost cycles, let us denote by G( ) the graph obtained from G by adding to the cost of each edge the positive constant ; then we want to compute the cost of the least cost path from a given origin r to each node v in the graph G( ) for di erent choices of 0, without having to run a least cost path algorithm everytime with a new cost function.
Introduction and Motivation
In working with large networks it is sometimes necessary to modify some of their characteristics; thus, in order to reduce the time needed for nding the solution of a given problem, it is advisable to use the previously found solutions as much as possible, rather than recomputing everything from scratch. Dynamization problems in graph theory are not only of practical interest, but of theoretical as well, and have already been examined and discussed by various authors, such as Even/Shiloach 4] and Ibaraki/Katoh 8] (transitive closures), La Poutr e/van Leeuwen 11] (transitive closures and reductions), Frederickson 6] (minimum spanning trees) and Goto/Sangiovanni-Vincentelli 7], Rohnert 14 
], Even/Gazit 3] and Ausiello et al. 2] (least cost paths).
Our problem can be formalized as follows: given a digraph G = (V; E) and a cost function C : E ! I R, which does not imply negative cost cycles, we want to compute LeastCost(v; ) = the cost of the least cost path from a given origin r to the node v when the cost of each edge in the graph is increased by the constant for di erent choices of 0 without having to run a least cost path algorithm everytime with a new cost function.
Usually dynamization of least cost paths allows nonhomogeneous cost changes with the e ect that the maintenance of the solution for any change involves, at least, quadratic complexity. In this paper we have studied the case in which only homogeneous cost changes are allowed. One of the motivations to undertake this particular case of dynamization was to investigate a new approach to the least cost path problem for general graphs, i.e. without excluding negative cost cycles. In such a graph we could increase homogeneously the costs by a suitable large constant so as to avoid the presence of negative cost cycles, and compute e ciently the solution of the least cost path problem; we tried to see whether it was possible to go backwards from this solution to the one for the original graph. Unfortunately this method has not turned out to be adequate for this problem, but we think that our results are, nonetheless, interesting, because the lack of exibility in the problem treated is balanced by a gain in the computational complexity: after an adequate preprocessing of the original graph, any query about least cost paths can be answered in logarithmic time. Further, the idea of changing homogeneously the costs of a digraph is already present in literature: Karp 9] used it to prove a characterization of the minimum cycle mean in a digraph, but he just considered this from the pure theoretical point of view, without investigating the structural changes of the least cost path tree. Another problem involving the same idea is the cost-to-time ratio cycle problem, in which a procedure to nd a solution is also based on updating the costs of all edges, and under certain conditions these updates would be homogeneous.
The Main Idea
Throughout this paper we suppose that a given origin r is speci ed, from which all the least cost paths are computed. Hence, whenever we speak about a path to v we mean a path starting at r, and least cost path trees are also meant to be rooted at this node. As usual we denote by adj + (v) (resp. adj ? (v)) the set of successors (resp. predecessors) of the node v in G. Further we will write P k; c] for a path with k edges whose total cost is c , LCP(v) for the least cost path to the node v and LCP k (v) for the least cost path to the node v with at most k edges (bounded least cost paths) ; we de ne G( ) as the graph obtained from G by adding the positive constant to the cost of each edge, and we call the o set of the new graph with respect to the original one. Finally, by updating an o set , we mean computing the least cost path tree of the graph G( ).
In this section we will investigate the structural changes of the least cost path tree when we update an o set, i.e. how and by which o sets does this structure change. In particular Property 3 will show that we can limit the candidates to become LCP(v) in a G( ) to the bounded least cost paths of G and Property 2 will tell us when a candidate will become cheaper than another one.
Property 1 The number of edges in the LCP(v) is a non-increasing function with respect to the o set,
i.e. when updating an o set the new LCP(v) will have at most as many edges as the old one.
Proof. Let P k 1 ; c 1 ] be the LCP(v); for any other path P k; c] to v we must have c c 1 . By updating an o set these paths become respectively P k 1 ; c 1 + k 1 ] and P k; c + k]. At this point either P k 1 ; c 1 ] is still the LCP(v), in which case the number of edges remains trivially unchanged, or a new path has become LCP(v), and for this path we must have c + k < c 1 + k 1 , which is possible only if k < k 1 . 2 Property 2 Given two paths P k 1 ; c 1 ] and P k 2 ; c 2 ] to v with k 1 > k 2 and c 1 < c 2 , the latter will become less expensive than the former at the o set = (c 2 ? c 1 )=(k 1 ? k 2 ).
Proof. Immediate. We now have enough arguments to state the main idea of the algorithm, which consists in nding for each v V all the o sets for which LCP(v) in G( ) 6 = LCP(v) in G( 0 ); for all 0 0 < i.e., all the o sets at which the structure of the least cost path to v changes, which are the only relevant data to compute LeastCost(v; ) for all 0.
Main Algorithm forall v V do (1) compute all the bounded least cost paths to v in G; (2) nd out which of these paths will become LCP(v) in a G( ) and at which ; (3) generate the structure to answer LeastCost(v; ) for any 0 od; Main Algorithm
Assume in fact that for 1 ; 2 the LCP(v) in G( ) is given by a bounded least cost path in G (as stated in Property 3) whose cost is c and whose length is k; then for these same choices of we obtain immediately LeastCost(v; ) = c + k (?)
In the following sections we will describe steps (1), (2) and (3) of the Main Algorithm, analizing in particular their computational complexity.
Least Cost Paths of Bounded Length
We will now show how to compute for each node v in the digraph G all the least cost paths to v of bounded length (
Step (1) In order to avoid unnecessary operations, we introduce a rst-in-rst-out priority-queue PQ (as developed by Ford 5] and Moore 13] ) to store each node for which a new, longer LCP of bounded length has been found together with the length of this path: Notice that because of the condition \at most" in the de nition of bounded least cost paths, it is possible to have two di erent indices k and k 0 such that LCP k (v) and LCP k 0 (v) represent the same path.
As the computation of LeastCost(v; ) depends only on the length and the cost of these paths in G, as shown by (?), we only have to keep track of the di erent bounded least cost paths to each node v; these will be stored in the list BLCP(v) as records of two variables, their cost and their length in G.
The computational complexity of this procedure will be O( jEj), where represents the length of the longest least cost path in G. This can easily be seen considering that each node v will be put in the priority queue in step (14) whenever we nd a new, longer least cost path, therefore at most times. Consequently each edge will be inspected in step (7) at most times as well, whenever its origin u is removed from P Q in step (4).
Bounded Least Cost Paths
(1) PQ r 0 ; (2) forall u V do BLCP(u) 1 1 od; (3) BLCP(r) 0 0 ; repeat (4) u k the rst record in PQ; (5) u path the rst record in BLCP(u); (6) if u path.length 6 = k then u path the second record in BLCP(u) ; (7) forall v adj + (u) do (8) v path the rst record in BLCP(v); (9) if u path.cost + C(u; v) < v path.cost then (10) new v cost u path.cost + C(u; v); (11) new v length u path.length + 1; (12) if v path.length = new v length (13) then v path.cost new v cost else (14) put We now come to the description of steps (2) and (3) of the Main Algorithm, i.e. nding out which bounded least cost paths will become LCP(v) in a G( ) and at which o sets, and generating an adequate structure to compute LeastCost(v; ). As explained in the previous section, in the lists BLCP(v) we have stored the di erent bounded least cost paths to v, and these, according to Property 3, are the only candidates to become LCP(v) in a G( ). Assume now that an element of BLCP(v), say P k; c], will become LCP(v) in G( ) for 1 ; 2 ; then for these same values of we have LeastCost(v; ) = c + k , so that LeastCost(v; ) is a linear function of . If we consider now for all paths P k; c] in BLCP(v) the linear functions f ( ) = c + k , it becomes clear that the function LeastCost(v; ) corresponds to the lower envelope of these lines (see Figure 1 ). Figure 1 , for instance, the function f 2 does not belong to the lower envelope and therefore the corresponding bounded least cost path will never become LCP in any G( ). For the details of this geometrical computation, we refer the reader to 12], for instance. What we would like to point out is the low computational complexity for this special setting. To see this, consider a duality transformation in the plane which relates a point P = (P 1 ; P 2 ) to the line D(P ) given by the equation y = ?P 1 x + P 2 and a line h given by y = P 1 x + P 2 to the point D(h) = (P 1 ; P 2 ). In Figure 2 we have the dual points corresponding to the lines of Figure 1 . It is not di cult to prove that a point P lies on a line h if and only if the dual point D(h) lies on the dual line D(P ). Considering this, it is easy to see that nding the lower envelope of a set of lines is equivalent to nding the lower convex hull of the dual points. As, by construction, the records in BLCP(v) are ordered by length, the corresponding linear functions will be ordered by slope and their dual points by x-coordinate. But the lower convex hull problem for an ordered set of points can be solved in linear time with the number of points, and therefore we can compute the lower envelope of the lines corresponding to BLCP(v) in O( ).
This geometrical interpretation sheds new light on
At this point we only need to de ne a structure to store the information obtained from the computation of the lower envelope, i.e. the o sets at which the structure of the LCP(v) changes together with the length and the cost of these paths in G. For this purpose it is enough to assign to each node v a linear array O sets(v), whose elements will be records containing these values. By generating these structures in parallel with the computation of the lower envelope, we will obtain them in time O( jV j). Then, the elements of the arrays will be ordered with respect to the o sets; nally, as to each node v there will be at most o sets at which the structure of the LCP(v) changes, the space required by this procedure will also be O( jV j).
In order to compute LeastCost(v; ) we need to nd in the array O sets(v) the record with the biggest o set ` ; then we know that for any o set in the interval 0 ; ], the LCP(v) does not change and has (in G) the length and the cost given by the record. Therefore we can immediately nd LeastCost(v; We will provide an example to better explain the last steps. Suppose that the di erent bounded least cost paths to a node v in a digraph G are given by P 6; 2]; P 4; 8]; P 3; 20] and P 1; 23]. These four paths correspond to the four lines of Figure 1 . Accordingly, we compute the lower envelope of these lines and nd that the o sets at which the structure of the LCP(v) changes are 3 and 5; in particular we see that P 3; 20] will never become LCP(v) In conclusion we can say that through a preprocessing of the given digraph, obtained in time O( (jEj + jV j)), we have been able to generate a structure requiring O( jV j) space that will allow us to answer each query LeastCost(v; ) in time O(log ).
The parameter is of course of high interest. Unfortunately it is very di cult to estimate its probabilistic distribution as well as that of other graph properties (such as size of a chain decomposition, size of the transitive closure of a node, etc.). Our empirical results, obtained by running the algorithm on a weighted random digraph of the class D n;p;c (as de ned in 1]), indicate that is in the order of magnitude of log jV j. One of the questions that remained to be answered is the following: is it possible to nd a probabilistic distribution of in such a weighted random digraph ?
An upper bound for the total number of o sets No is clearly jV j. If the conjecture about is exact, then No does not grow linearly with the number of edges, which is congruent with our empirical results.
